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The update is available on the PS3, but only as a patch update. You'll need to download the same patch for the Xbox 360 at this moment, as it seems that the latest patch is not yet available on the 360. This comes as no surprise as the same thing happened with GTA V's update last month. Thanks to a recent update, we now
know which PC game updates are available. For now, there are updates for the base game and the Storyline mission pack. The answer to the question on everyone's lips - GTA Online, E&E content, GTA V DLC - is a big fat NO. We expect the PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360 versions to get theirs soon, but that's all we know right
now. GTA V has had a few minor updates over the last month, with the most recent one bringing some of the most requested content. Players have been asking for updates to create and equip clothing items, as well as for more side missions and bigger challenges. Today's update for GTA V on the Xbox 360 is the same one
that hit the PS3 the day before. The only real difference between them is the way in which your progress is saved and shared with other players - and any DLC you unlock. You can update your 360 now and it should install automatically. I hope you don't mind me posting here as I could not find a thread with you sharing your
thoughts on GTA V and \"Online\" in a collective sense. I do not know where to post this thread, as there is no thread about GTA V or GTA Online in general. My question is: Where should I place this thread, if not here in the official GTA V? As you'd expect, the title update is smaller than what's been released on PS3 and Xbox

360. It only contains the main story for GTA Online. There are no GTA Online updates for PlayStation 3 or Xbox 360. What you're seeing here is the publisher notifying players that there's a game update available. It's not the PS3 or Xbox 360 release of GTA Online.
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My question is, do I actually move the provided update folder to the actual GTA V directory Or to the MODs folder Second, is the second
and third step. I use Winrar, so the files are already accessed, if that matters I use OpenIV and edit the file straight from the MODs

folder and add those lines as stated. Should I be doing that Or am I suppose to straight extract the file to the desktop, edit it, and then
move it to the destination in the MODs folder Or is that redundant If the answer to this is 'yes', that's because you have to get them

added. Go into the vanilla update folder, navigate to dlcpacks, then the dlc you want to use. Click edit mode at the top and you'll see a
red banner telling you this is not in the mods folder, and it'll prompt you to make it in the mods folder. This works for all archives. If the
answer to this is 'yes', that's because you have to get them added. Go into the vanilla update folder, navigate to dlcpacks, then the dlc
you want to use. Click edit mode at the top and you'll see a red banner telling you this is not in the mods folder, and it'll prompt you to
make it in the mods folder. This works for all archives. GTA BOOM is the original source for all things Grand Theft Auto. We are the only
website dedicated to posting daily GTA news and have the largest collection of GTA game guides available anywhere. Dont forget our
complete GTA 5 cheats lists either. In an October 2 blog post, DICE head of content Vincent Sapienza, said the game's online features
are in development. \"Players need to understand that when working within the confines of the creative development process, content

is written, re-written, and re-re-written for months and months before it becomes available to everyone,\" he said. \"The technical
features for [GTA Online] are being developed, but our team is not done yet.\" 5ec8ef588b
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